NBase Tradeshow Script
1. Vegas theme
2. Fast motion clips
3. Plane/Race
car/Train/Rocket
4. Revolving NBase logo
5. Count Down
6. Text lines strobe on then
hold.
7. Tons of data
Showtime is 4 minutes
8. Brain- blurring Speed
Showtime is 3 minutes
9. The Fastest Data on Earth
Showtime is 2 minutes
10. Setting Long Distance Data
Records
Showtime is 1 minute
11. - Host invites attendees to
be seated.
12. Ambulance (siren blaring)

- (Siren wails for a few seconds before
video segment)

Introduction
- Still: Ambulance

Host

I’ll tell you how it is possible to send
data the distance needed to bring
instant traffic information to
commuters.

- Still: Freeway sign

Host

8.

- Title: “The Leader in High

Speed Long Distance
Networks.”
- Array of floating products
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Good (morning). No, this is not a
re-run of Rescue 911. I welcome
you to the high speed world of
NBase and the fastest 10 minutes
in enterprise data communications.

This is the high speed world of
NBase.
NBase is truly “The Leader in High
Speed Long Distance Networks.”

- Title: 1000 to10 Mbps Products
- Title: Routing and Remote Access
- Title: Optical & LEDs

- Graphic text: MegaSwitch

Solutions
- Array of products floating in Bkg

- Graphic/Text: 1000 Mbps

Gigabit
Ethernet Switches and Hubs

H

NBase MegaSwitch switches,
hubs, routers and access devices,
and lasers comprise the most
versatile LAN distribution solutions
in the industry.
From 1000Mbps switches and
GigaHubs to 10Mbps switches and
hubs. NBase does have the
complete solution for your network.

- Graphic/Text: 2 ports to 196

NBase offers versatility in port
density, from small SOHO 2-port
switches to 196 port devices.

- Graphic/Text: NBase

With NBase products you can keep
your existing network infrastructure
and integrate NBase cutting-edge
technology as your needs demand.

Integrates

Now, let’s take a closer look at the
technology, and innovative
products that are shaping network
history.
- Graphic/text: NBase

Performance
- Graphic: Pyramid (from
MegaSwitch brochure)
Graphic/text:

-

ASIC Architecture
Fast Ethernet
ATM Connectivity
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All NBase products share the
legacy of high performance… but
each is optimized for a different
network application.
Highly integrated ASIC based
architecture, integrated Gigabit
Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, FDDI, and
ATM connectivity, plus long
distance options no one else can
touch.

